[The acoustics of the open mastoid cavity (so-called "radical cavity") and its modification by surgical measures. II. Clinical studies].
The acoustic resonance of a severely altered outer ear channel (radical mastoid cavity) is investigated in a series of 18 patients who underwent revision surgery by means of in-situ measurements of the sound-pressure-level near the tympanic membrane. While the average volume of the open cavity differs from the normal ear channel for the factor 2.5, the size of the external meatus is--in average--only 20% larger. This leads to an average frequency in patients with open cavity of 1939 Hz, more than 1000 Hz less than in a series (n = 20) of normal ears (average resonance frequency: 2942 Hz). The altered acoustic behaviour of the open cavity leads to partial extensive discrepancies of the resonance-caused sound-pressure augmentation in the frequencies of 3 and 4 kHz, which are important for speech perception. The average difference is more than 10 dB (SPL). Proved surgical techniques of cavity obliteration and meatoplasty can lead to a nearly normalized acoustic behaviour of the outer ear in a statistic significant way. Due to these surgical procedures, an average postoperative resonance frequency of 2421 Hz could be reached in our patients. Especially, the resonance-caused sound-pressure augmentation in 3-4 kHz could nearly be equalized to such of a normal outer ear. Differences in the acoustic behaviour of the outer ear as can be found between patients with an open mastoid cavity and normal ears can almost be eliminated surgically.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)